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Summary
We aim to develop a sensor system for measuring the flow rate and characterising the
water-in-oil droplets generated in a microfluidics system. The measurements would
be displayed on an LCD screen, transmitted via serial interface to a PC or other
system or fed into our existing open source flow control system. This measurement
would allow for highly repeatable microfluidics experiments, since we are looking
directly at the final droplets instead of upstream variables such as pressure that, even
if constant, could produce different droplets or flow rates across experiments or even
within one experiment. We will use an optical mouse sensor for measuring droplet
motion and further process the image on the attached Arduino to produce the final
measurements. The components are low cost and easy to assemble and program.
Optionally and additionally, we could use a high resolution open source 3D printed
microscope to produce more accurate measurements for characterisation and
comparison.
Proposal
The problem: When producing microfluidic water droplets in oil for running biological
experiments, it is important to be able to reproduce experimental parameters well.
Water and oil flow rates determine the quality and size of the water droplets and thus
the amount of biological matter encapsulated in each droplet, the rate at which they
move through the system, the effectiveness of sorting- and any other microfluidic
mechanisms present. Measuring the flow rates of the water and oil is difficult and

move through the system, the effectiveness of sorting- and any other microfluidic
mechanisms present. Measuring the flow rates of the water and oil is difficult and
often omitted in favour of setting pressures and hoping to get roughly the same flow
rates and droplet size and separation. This is not always the case, given the variance
between microfluidic chips, tubing, connectors and environmental factors such as
temperature, which affects viscosity and overall chip resistivity. By looking directly at
the droplets produced by the microfluidics chip and feeding the measurements into a
flow control system, we will have the best low-cost control over droplet generation
and thus experiment repeatability.
The biological system: The sensor could be used for any experiment that produces
water droplets in oil, e.g. for high-throughput cellular or cell-free droplet
experimentation, but we will not necessarily need to include any biological systems in
the design of this sensor.
The design goals for the hardware: To interface an optical mouse sensor such as
ADNS-3080, for which Arduino code is already available, with an Arduino that will
process the sensor data and produce droplet characterization in the form of flow rate
and droplet and oil volume, which can either be displayed on an LCD screen, fed back
into the flow control system or transmitted over a serial interface to a PC or other
system. These components are very inexpensive. We need to develop a way to
physically attach the sensor to a microfluidics system and possibly adjust/calibrate.
Finally, the necessary documentation needs to be completed. Optional: We will
initially use breadboard, but can also design a PCB if time allows. Depending on our
success at this point, we could further use an existing open source 3D printed
microscope attached to a Raspberry Pi or PC to produce higher precision
measurements.
How we plan to implement the project: We still start off by choosing and acquiring an
optical mouse sensor and associated optics, as well as an Arduino, breadboard and
components required as per datasheet. We will then produce the Arduino software
drivers to interface with the sensor, read the sensor data, perform basic processing
and transmit the final measurements to a PC terminal via serial interface. We will
then attach the optical sensor and optics to the outlet tubing of our existing
microfluidics flow system and droplet generator and develop software algorithms to
extract the necessary measurements from the optical data. The LCD screen can then
be attached, interfaced and display software written. Finally, we can round off the
ongoing documentation and look at the optional goals listed above.
Proposed outcomes and benefits: We will produce a microfluidic droplet flow
measurement system that can be interfaced via serial or LCD or could feed directly
into our existing open source flow system.
Open source design, code and
documentation will be included. Benefits include low cost components, but accurate
flow rate measurements and control for highly repeatable microfluidics experiments.
Estimate the components and budget that you need to complete the project
Main components: Optical mouse sensor, optics, Arduino, breadboard, power supply,
LCD
Additional components: We may require additional low viscosity oil or other
microfluidics-related consumables or parts.
Optional components: Parts for 3D printed microscope, Raspberry Pi
Budget: We estimate that this project requires £500 to achieve the primary goals.

